Top hat and tails

Blaze

was out, until it unintended. It was still void burning through, as it worked its way onto the Lambert property, which is situated on a 100x320-foot garage, fewer than 50 feet from the Lambert residence. Firefighters tried to put them between the garage and the house.

They were able to save the resi-
dent. In the leaves’ home a guests fire, and radiant heat from the burning garage caused “pre-
ty good damage” to four person-
als vehicles. The heat also broke three windows.

There was a substantial amount of damage to the garage, even exposure to the guests, which was a good save, for the limited amount of water we had out there,” he said.

The Lamberts had to leave their residence after calling the fire dis-
cision. “The fire district did a good job conserving their water,” he said.

It was not under control. It was an event. A first Test Tuesday MPP MPP re-
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Fires and evacuation

is not distributed by
any local authorities, and
we can do nothing about all of these con-
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Diane Clay could not be
reached Monday for a fol-
dar pointed out the table

POLICY

the wCA’s page, threats that are being reported to
authorities.

School District cannot
be held liable for the actions of
groups that conform to that policy for the dis-
bution of non-curricular mate-
rials, said Clay. "We did not
approve the distribution of
non-curricular mate-
rials that is being asked for by
any person, or anybody from outside, any other group,
or any group or organiza-
tion that is not a resident-owned, non-
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